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The added opportunity to touch a variety of textures should appeal to very young children as they

explore the surfaces of a toy truck in this board book. Every double page features an interesting

texture to feel, such as a squashy bumper or a bumpy trailer.
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My daughter was given "That's Not My Truck" for her first birthday nearly a year ago and she loves

it. Reading it, feeling the textures and playing "Where's the mouse?".The textures are high quality

and relevant to the story. We got "That's Not My Dinosaur" out of the library and the textures were

less realistic - some trucks do have squashy shiny plastic sides, I don't think dinosaurs did.It has

survived a rough and tumble life and the ones in the same series we have borrowed from the library

are a testiment to their ruggedness.

My one year old son LOVES this book!The mouse is the main character and goes around looking

for his truck. The book uses adjectives (some made up) to explain why that truck isn't his truck, and

accent those descriptions with great tactile elements.Perfect for the young toddler!

My son LOVES "That's Not My Train!" and when it tore in half, I decided to get him something new.

His favorite things are trains and trucks, so I gave this book a try.It's not bad. It's very similar to it's

train counterpart, with the same little animals, the same layout, and similar, but different, textures.

For some reason, my son just wasn't as into it; perhaps because he's fallen in love with the train



book and is now a loyalist/snob. :) But the book is good; I'd recommend it to anyone, and it would

make a great gift.PS - we ended up duct taping "That's Not My Train!" and he's happier than ever.

Ideal shower gift for new moms. I've bought many of these books because my own grandchildren

loved them so much. They love being able to feel the various textures and notice the shiny objects.

Perfect!

My son is obsessed with his That's Not My Puppy book, which is a bit more fun than this one

because it has softer pieces to feel on each page, but he gets a kick out of this one too. Very fun to

watch him turn each page and feel the different textures.

These are always a big hit and the repetitive-ness of it makes it an easy "reader" for my 4 year old :)

We have That's not my dolly, puppy & truck now! We're excited to continue to expand our collection.

My first son had the "That's not my car" book and he loved it. He made me read it over and over

again and enjoyed touching all the pages from age 8 months to age 6. I bought this for my sister's

son for this reason. It is just as cute and sturdy.

My two year old granddaughter loves the Usborne touchy feely series and this one is no exception.

She loves to feel the various parts and tell me if they are shiny, rough, or bumpy. And she loves

finding the mouse on each page. We also have That's Not My Monster... (Usborne Touchy Feely),

That's Not My Dinosaur (Usborne Touchy Feely) and That's Not My Princess (Usborne Touchy

Feely). One time when she was about 15 months while we were reading this one, she scrambled off

my lap and ran to the book pile and pulled out That's not my Dinosaur and ran back and showed me

some of the feely inserts were the same! And she started laughing the way toddlers will over the

mouse being the same in each book. We read and read in order to find the mouse on each page!

Can't get much better than a happy toddler with a book s/he loves!
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